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About This Game

BECOME A GLORKIAN WARRIOR! Visit awesome asteroids! Blast strange invaders!

Glorkian Warrior: The Trials of Glork is a collaboration between Eisner Award winning cartoonist James Kochalka and indie
game studio Pixeljam, makers of DINO RUN and POTATOMAN SEEKS THE TROOF.

It's a goofy mashup of Galaga-style shoot-em-up, simple platforming action, and Saturday morning cartoon.

Help Glorkian Warrior and his trusty Super Backpack fight against an endless onslaught of alien creatures, and be prepared for
anything... the Magic Robot appears when you least expect it, and might shower you with exploding basketballs... or kittens... or

cakes!

Collect energy crackers and power up an awesome arsenal of double lasers, triple lasers, rockets, fireballs, tennis balls & more
while the invaders hypnotize you with their mesmerizing attack patterns. Perhaps you may even uncover the legendary Flarf

Gun and save the world.

You will have so much fun trying and dying, again and again.... but no matter how miserable your performance, each play
session will add to your progress and unlock new features to keep your fingers and fun zone fully engaged!

FEATURING:
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◊ Art & story by James Kochalka, First Cartoonist Laureate for the state of Vermont!
◊ Procedurally generated invader flight patterns and formations, with many landscapes to explore

◊ Endearing characters and all-ages humor
◊ Based on Kochalka's graphic novel “The Glorkian Warrior Delivers a Pizza"

◊ YES!

Can you reach the rank of Glorkian General or will you forever stay a Soft-Boned Space Cadet?

GLORK!
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glorkian warrior the trials of glork

Oh my gosh! This game is SO much fun. Its like I'm six years old with a pocket full of quarters! Its cute and quirky and totally
old school. Best 4 dollars I ever spent. :). Excuse me, i am the doctor of this gamer, and i will like to report this game for giving
my patient a rare but lethal case of ...
NOSTALGIA! With this case, my patient is know suffering with the following symptoms:
-Joy
-Having big smiles while playing this game
-having "back in my days" and other joyfull thoughts
-giggling
-Imaturity
-Wearing his jammies in the afternoon
and worst of all...
  Childism
so, as a way to speak up, i must warn those who play this game to have a good time, and don`t think im overating this game too
much, but play it at your own risk!
  Sincerly
  -Dr. Fayke Naim
  (insert fancy signature here :P). This game is neat. It reminds me of games like Galaga, but with a twist. A few twists in fact.
Not too many twists, but enough to make it unique.

Some Pros:
1. Power-ups are fun and you can really to some serious damage when you get a few of them stacked.
2. The humor and art are really quite charming. I think I lol'd a handful of times.
3. The bosses are unique and are often quite challenging until you get good at reading their movements.

Some Cons:
1. There is just so much stuff to pay attention to that the learning curve can be a bit much.
2. The random chance elements of the game can significantly impact your score.
3. I wish there were power-ups that affected more than just your destructive capabilities.

If you like quirky, if you like Galaga, if you like arcade games, if you like Pixeljam, if you like comedy, if you like aliens, if
you like James Kochalka, if you like cartoons, and if you like Glork, then I would highly recommend you try this game. I still
get cravings to play it again from time to time. The replay value is good. I mean... it is an Arcade style game after all.. Pros:

-Overwhelmingly addictive gameplay
-Good soundtrack
-Great cartoony graphics
-Simple in-game humor
-Achievements
-Trading Cards
-Controller support
-Simple but excellent controls

Cons:

-Despite the addictiveness, game can be repetitive at times

Additionnal infos:

-Low-specs computer friendly: Yes
-Game is family friendly: Yes
-Game's overall relevance: Very recommended. Great game to play during depressive episodes. Cute art style, nice background
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music, and simple gameplay.. Think Galaga meets Space Invaders meets 2017.

The graphics are adorable. The music is catchy without being annoying. The humor is abundant. I LOVE the kid's voices
announcing power upgrades. Everything about this game is hella amazing.

WHY DON'T YOU HAVE IT YET?!. It's passable, and while it's not for the hardcore shoot em up fan, there's reasonable
variety and some fun.
There's good progression, and reasonable weapons, but there's nothing that stands out in any way. It's got a weird sense of humor
and some great visuals, and bosses are a good mix up. If you're really hurting for a shoot em up, consider getting it, or on
IOS\/Android if visuals arent' as important.

For Gameplay and a 90 second Impression: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BB2KcYVGvCw. Pixeljam turns into chef-
d'oeuvre whatever genre they are having a go at.
This is no exception : here is the Galaga clone to end all Galaga clones!
It features awesome art, incredible sound design, a cheery and absurd atmosphere, and even great characters!

The gameplay is as tight as in old coin-op shooters, and even if you aren't highscore chasing (which you should), there is plenty
of wacky unlocks to pursue. Every second you play go toward that progress, which is always a nice touch of appreciation to the
player from the designer.
I played to no end the phone version. This PC port retains the same very tight control scheme (you are autofiring and only
controlling movements) that feels perfectly at home here too. The only thing missing are friends or even global leaderboards,
but that's okay 'cause I don't have friends and I am bad at games.
[Edit : actually there are leaderboards, but I fail to see them sometimes @_@]

Wonderful.. While Glorkian Warrior: The Trials of Glork is something mildly fun to load up for a quick round, so are a lot
of free mobile games. What I am trying to say is that fact alone doesn't take it out of the shovelware category. I don't see any
reason to recommend anyone to buy this or really dump time into it mainly because it is too simple, and the upgrades you earn
aren't potent enough. I'm not sure why the reviews are so positive for this game to begin with.

Essentially, this is an updated\/modified version of Space Invaders. The enemies have more complex patterns, you have a bit
different\/enhanced mobility, different weapons, and persistent upgrades. Controller support works nicely. Every round is
grinding to get more currency to earn those upgrades. While there is some charm to the artwork and sounds, they are what
you would expect from a fairly simple clone (I don't mean this disrespectfully, but I have to call it as I see it).

Pros:
+This is mildly fun in short play sessions
+Controller support works well

Meh:
=While the theme and artwork may be charming, there is nothing unique or special about it
=Upgrades are a nice addition, but they are weak sauce

Cons:
-Music and sound effects are pretty weak
-Space Invaders may have been all the rage in the late 70's, but the concept and mechanic are beat, and they simply didn't do
enough to modify it here

Like I said, this is enjoyable in a mindless-sitting-in-the-airport-killing-time-kind-of-way, but hey, that hardly qualifies it as
a 'gem', right? I'd pass.. It's good, silly fun - even challenging, if you decide to down some coffee and see how long you last.
Game runs smooth, it doesn't take alot of memory, and it's under $5. I can't think of much to complain about honestly,
except once you unlock everything the only content left is to try to beat your highest score or wipe your file to feel the
progress again.
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Glorkian Warrior: The Trials Of Glork has so many things that make it fun and challenging. It has creative and colorful designs,
a pace not-too-fast and not-too-slow to make it playable for anyone, and goofy characters. Most importantly-the lasers!. Flarf it,
I've got the cracker madness.. This is a fantastic Galaga style game with the art style and humor of James Kochalka, of
American Elf fame. Galaga has been my favorite game since an Atari controller hit my hand in 1988, and I've gotta say-
'Glorkian Warrior' is the only game since then in the genre that I've had nearly as much fun with. This game is *that good*.

It's been years since a game made me WANT to get better at it (and I have, I actually have the #2 score on the Ace difficulty
leaderboard right now, though I'm sure that will change).

Negatives: Pretty shallow menu, to view global leaderboards it has to launch an external window. It's a bit unclear what causes
the different events and levels, every game can feel vastly different than the last (which is also a positive, it would just be nice to
know why\/when some of the things happen)

HIGHLY recommended. Here's some gameplay https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=S-Az6bic8ts. As a fan of James
Kochalka's comics and records, I had to get this and I am glad it turned out to be be pretty good.

Glorkian Warrior is Space Invaders style shooter with autofire and a jump button. Instead of fixed levels, the games randomizes
the successive waves of aliens as well as various other elements such as the ground you stand on or side challenges handed over
by a pair of bossy sisters.

Enemies drop power-ups as expected and they are sorely needed as your default laser is slow and weak. The rare moments when
you're stuck with your default with no upgrades in sight feel a bit underwhelming.

The game controls fine though the jumping lacks a bit in response and precision, IMO. My only gripe is that using a 360
controller the d-pad is set to jump and left\/right movement, which would be fine except for the 360 pad being so imprecise, so
you must use the left or right analogue stick to move.

It takes about 30 minutes of gameplay to unlock enough rewards to have the game really pick up the pace. Stick with it for a
while if the first couple of minutes feel a bit slow and light on thrills.

So power up with pizza, fire up your Flarf Gun and don't pet the Astro Kitties!. This is one of the oldest games in my library,
and yet I still play at least once a month. The silly (but awesome) artwork, dopamine-releasing sound effects, and the sheer
simplicity of gameplay make it the perfect thing to indulge in after a hard day's work & study.. This is a Space Invaders clone in
child art style. A good example of simplified art. In my opinion it is a good and funny game. But it has some problems with
balance the biggest of witch is no ducking. Recommended for all except hard perfectionist and serious dudes ;-). A pretty fun
pick-up-and-play game, with a slow grind of pickups and "quests". The game is definitly held together by its humorous dialogue
(Toe Jam & Earl meets Adventure Time?), but the re-interpretation of Space Invaders gameplay isn't bad.

How fun can a game like this be? Probably just a few-dollars-fun, being that it's more of a 20-minutes-a-day game, and not an
hours-on-end, grind'y game.
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